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                [image: <p>You don't normally see <a href="/space_weather/space_weather.html">space weather</a> forecasted on the evening news, but it does impact life on <a href="/earth/earth.html">Earth</a> in many ways. What are the threats posed from all of these natural disasters and how can we work to mitigate those threats beforehand? </p> <p>Check out the materials about natural disasters in <a href="/earth/natural_hazards/when_nature_strikes.html">NBC Learn Videos</a>, and their earth system science connections built up by the related secondary classroom activities.</p><p><small><em>NBC Learn</em></small></p>][image: On May 20, 2013, a massive EF5 <a href="http://www.windows2universe.org/earth/Atmosphere/tornado.html">tornado</a> hit Moore, Oklahoma, devastating communities and lives.  The tornado, on the ground for 40 minutes, took a path through a subdivision of homes, destroying block after block of homes, and hitting two elementary schools just as school was ending as well as a hospital. Hundreds of people were injured, and 24 were killed.<p><small><em>Image courtesy of Ks0stm, Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported license</em></small></p>][image: New observations by the MESSENGER spacecraft provide  support for the hypothesis that Mercury harbors abundant water ice and other frozen volatile materials in its permanently shadowed (shown in red) polar craters. Areas where polar deposits of ice imaged by Earth-based radar are shown in yellow.<p><small><em>Image courtesy of NASA/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory/Carnegie Institution of Washington/National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center, Arecibo Observatory</em></small></p>][image: This historic image is the first ever taken from a spacecraft in orbit about <a href="/mercury/mercury.html">Mercury</a>, the innermost planet of the solar system.  Taken on 3/29/2011 by <a href="/space_missions/robotic/messenger/messenger.html">MESSENGER</a>, it shows numerous craters across the <a href="/mercury/Interior_Surface/Surface/surface_overview.html">surface</a> of the planet.  Temperatures there can reach over 800F because Mercury is so close to the Sun and rotates so slowly.  MESSENGER entered orbit around Mercury earlier in March 2011.<p><small><em>NASA/Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory/Carnegie Institution of Washington</em></small></p>][image: Does Earth science matter?  The power outage experienced by residents in New York City on 10/30/2012 due to Hurricane Sandy demonstrates the interconnectedness of our society, and the power of the Earth system.  Every person should have an understanding of how the Earth system works so they can live better lives, protect those they love, and make wise choices.  Earth science education is critical!<p><small><em>Image courtesy of Hybirdd, licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0 Generic license.</em></small></p>][image: Sinkholes are <a href="/teacher_resources/main/frameworks/esl_bi8.html">natural hazards</a> in many places around the world. They are formed when water dissolves underlying <a href="/earth/Water/carbonates.html">limestone</a>, leading to collapse of the surface.  Hydrologic conditions such as a lack of rainfall, lowered water levels, or excessive rainfall can all contribute to sinkhole development. On 2/28/2013, a sinkhole suddenly developed under the house outside of Tampa, Florida, leading to the tragic death of its occupant, Jeff Bush.<p><small><em>Image courtesy of Southwest Florida Water Management District</em></small></p>]
                

                 

                 

            
 
 	     	
             
                
		
		

               



Attention Educator Member Teachers!  Go to our special offers page for information about attractive upcoming professional development events next year. Not an Educator Member?  Join Today!

Check out resources from our Affiliates! 
	
American Geophysical Union - AGU GIFT Workshop Professional Development Materials: 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014
	CMMAP
	American Geosciences Institute









Global locations of visitors using this page right now


Welcome to Windows to the Universe - your portal to discovery!  Explore the wealth of information available here to learn about the Earth and Space sciences and related topics in the humanities including mythology, art, poetry, and more.
 

Our mobile website version is available now on your phone's web browser and give us feedback. 


NEW Subscription Opportunities for Educators and their Students! - Classroom, School, and District Subscription Options.


Windows to the Universe Professional Development - On-site, in your school - find out more about this opportunity here. Information about our upcoming workshops and events  is available on our Teacher Resources/Workshops page.
   
            


What's New on the Site?
When Nature Strikes - Earthquakes
When Nature Strikes - Volcanoes
When Nature Strikes: Tsunami Classroom Activity
When Nature Strikes: Wildfires - Why are they a challenge to stop?
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               [image: ]Caribbean Coral Reef Protection Efforts Miss the Mark
 Efforts to protect corals in the Caribbean focus on areas that have high biodiversity, but scientists have learned that it's also important to protect reef edges ...Read more
Brought to you by NSF

[image: ]CMMAP - Studying Clouds and Climate
 Clouds are an important part of Earth's weather and climate. Scientists use computer models to study our planet's climate ...Read more
Brought to you by CMMAP

[image: ]Physics of Space Weather
 The science of physics plays a key role in many space weather phenomena. Charged particles, magnetic fields, forces and motion, and the electromagnetic spectrum are all part of space weather ...Read more
Brought to you by CISM

[image: ]Galileo Galilei
 Galileo Galilei was an Italian astronomer and physicist who lived between 1564-1642. He was the first person to use a telescope to look at the sky. He discovered sunspots, craters and peaks in the moon ...Read more

[image: ]Mercury
 Mercury is the smallest planet in our Solar System. It is also the closest planet to the Sun, so it is very, very hot. A "year" on Mercury lasts just 88 days ...Read more


  
            
 
            
                
		Historical Events
Full Earth and Space Science    History Calendar (Members only)
Teacher Opportunities
Full Teacher Events Calendar (Educator Members only)
	
                


		
		Buried Treasure!
Exploratour - Life in the Solar System
Life as we know it on earth requires a certain environment to survive. Life on Earth can survive in temperatures...Read more[image: ]
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     Science Blogs

 
    Real Climate: climate science from climate scientists

 
EPA Greenversations

    Global Learning and Observations to Benefit the Environment

    Citizen Science Buzz
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    Windows to the Universe, a project of the National Earth Science Teachers Association, 
    is sponsored in part  is sponsored in part through grants from federal agencies (NASA and
    NOAA), and partnerships with affiliated organizations, including the 
    American Geophysical Union, the Howard Hughes Medical Institute, 
    the Earth System Information Partnership, the American Meteorological Society, 
    the National Center for Science Education, and TERC.  
    The American Geophysical Union and the American Geosciences Institute
    are Windows to the Universe Founding Partners.  NESTA welcomes new Institutional Affiliates in support of our ongoing programs, as well as
    collaborations on new projects.  Contact NESTA for more information.  [image: ]
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The source of this material is Windows to the Universe, at http://windows2universe.org/ from the National Earth Science Teachers Association (NESTA). The Website was developed in part with the support of UCAR and NCAR, where it resided from 2000 - 2010.  © 2012 National Earth Science Teachers Association. Windows to the Universe® is a registered trademark of NESTA. All Rights Reserved. See our copyright and licenses page for information about how you can use our materials.Site policies and disclaimer.
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